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To Students
We are delighted to welcome you to the 2014 Perth Festival and this performance of Deca Dance by
Batsheva Dance Company of Israel.
This resource pack is for you. It is full of information to guide you in preparing to see the
performance and reflecting upon it afterwards, how it thrilled and inspired you.
Don’t forget to grab a free program.
Enjoy the show!
Jemma Gurney
Education Coordinator

Curriculum Links
WACE
Dance
Curriculum Framework
Dance, Languages
Australian Curriculum
General Capabilities: Critical and creative thinking, Personal and social capability
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Theatre Etiquette
A guide to enjoying the show.
We are very pleased to welcome you to this 2014 Perth Festival event. We hope you are thrilled,
challenged and inspired by what you are about to see.
Here are a few handy hints to make sure you, and everyone around you, gets the most out of the
experience…

Do turn off your mobile phone. Trust us, you don’t want to be ‘that guy whose phone rang’ in the
middle of that big, dramatic moment and texting/tweeting/facebooking during the show is not OK.
Do eat before you enter the theatre. The rustling of wrappers and munching of crisps is not what
the sound designer had in mind.
Do save your comments until the end. The dimming of the house lights is the international symbol
for silence. Allow everyone, performers and audience, to focus on the performance by not talking.
Do be prepared to stay in your seat during the show. If you leave your seat during the performance
you may not be allowed back in. So maybe go the small, rather than the jumbo, drink beforehand.
Do watch the performance. We’d hate for you to miss the good stuff because you were trying to
write your essay in the theatre.
Do respect the rights of the presenting company. The set and costumes are amazing, the
performances are extraordinary, but taking photos or videos of the show is illegal. Grab a program
from the foyer instead.

That pretty much covers it. If you can do these 6 simple things then you’ll not only have a great
experience but you’ll have the gratitude and respect of the rest of the audience and the performers.
Enjoy the show and thanks for being part of the Festival!
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Cast and Creative Team
Choreographer

Ohad Naharin

Lighting Design for the original creations

Avi Yona Bueno (Bambi)

Costume Design for the original creations

Rakefet Levi

Costume Design for Seder

Sharon Eyal
Dancers
Bret Easterling
Stephanie Amurao
William Barry
Bobbi Smith
Omri Drumlevich
Zina (Natalya) Zinchenko
Adi Zlatin
Ariel Cohen
Chen-Wei Lee
Eri Nakamura
Ori Moshe Ofri
Shamel Pitts
Oscar Ramos
Ian Robinson
Nitzan Ressler
Maayan Sheinfeld
Or Schraiber
Maya Tamir

Music
Harold Arlen, arranged by Marusha
Tracks from Cha Cha de Amor (sung by Dean Martin, Rolley Polley) and Goldfrapp
Popular songs arranged by Dick Dale, The Beach Boys, Missy Elliott, A. Vivaldi and Seefeel.
Popular song arranged and performed by The Tractor’s Revenge and Ohad Naharin
Original music by Maxim Waratt
Text inspired by Charles Bukowski
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Batsheva Dance Company
Batsheva Dance Company was founded as a repertory company in 1964 by the Baroness Batsheva de
Rothschild, who enlisted Martha Graham as its first artistic adviser. The company has been critically
acclaimed and popularly embraced as one of the foremost contemporary dance companies in the
world. Together with its junior Batsheva Ensemble, the Company boasts a roster of 34 dancers
drawn from Israel and abroad. Batsheva Dance Company is Israel's biggest dance company,
maintaining an extensive performance schedule locally and internationally with over 250
performances and over 75,000 spectators per year.
Hailed as one of the world's preeminent contemporary choreographers, Ohad Naharin assumed the
role of Artistic Director in 1990, and propelled the company into a new era with his adventurous
curatorial vision and distinctive choreographic voice. Naharin is also the originator of the innovative
movement language Gaga, which has enriched his extraordinary movement invention,
revolutionised the company’s training, and emerged as a growing international force in the larger
field of movement practices for both dancers and non-dancers.
The Batsheva dancers take part in the creative processes in the studio and create themselves in the
annual project Batsheva Dancers Create supported by The Michael Sela Fund for Cultivation of
Young Artists at Batsheva.
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Ohad Naharin
Born in 1952 on Kibbutz Mizra, Ohad Naharin began his dance training with the Batsheva Dance
Company in 1974. During his first year with the company, visiting choreographer Martha Graham
singled out Naharin for his talent and invited him to join her own company in New York. While in
New York, Naharin studied on a scholarship from America-Israel Cultural Foundation at the School of
American Ballet, furthered his training at the Juilliard School, and polished his technique with master
teachers Maggie Black and David Howard. He went on to perform internationally with Israel’s BatDor Dance Company and Maurice Béjart’s Ballet du XXe Siècle in Brussels.
Naharin returned to New York in 1980, making his
choreographic debut at the Kazuko Hirabayshi studio. That year,
he formed the Ohad Naharin Dance Company with his wife,
Mari Kajiwara, who died of cancer in 2001. From 1980 until
1990, Naharin’s company performed in New York and abroad to
great critical acclaim. As his choreographic voice developed, he
received commissions from world-renowned companies
including Batsheva, Kibbutz Contemporary Dance Company, and
Nederlands Dans Theater.
Naharin was appointed Artistic Director of Batsheva Dance
Company in 1990 and has served in this role except for the
2003–4 season, when he held the title of House Choreographer.
During his tenure with the company, Naharin has
choreographed over 20 works for Batsheva and its junior
division, Batsheva Ensemble. He has also restaged over 10 of his
dances for the company and recombined excerpts from his
repertory to create Deca Dance, a constantly evolving eveninglength work.
Naharin trained in music throughout his youth, and he has often used his musical prowess to amplify
his choreographic impact. Naharin also combined his talents for music and dance in Playback (2004),
a solo evening which he directed and performed.
In addition to his work for the stage, Naharin has pioneered Gaga, an innovative movement
language. Gaga, which emphasises the exploration of sensation and availability for movement, is
now the primary training method for Batsheva’s dancers. Gaga has also attracted a wide following
among dancers around the world and appealed to the general public in Israel, where open classes
are offered regularly in Tel Aviv and other locations.
Naharin’s compelling choreographic craft and inventive, supremely textured movement vocabulary
have made him a favorite guest artist in dance companies around the world. His works have been
performed by prominent companies and he has garnered him many awards and honours for his rich
contributions to the field of dance.
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Gaga/Naharin

Gaga/Naharin is a movement language developed over the last decade by Ohad Naharin, Batsheva’s
long-time artistic director, in the Batsheva studios. This expressive and dynamic movement language
is used daily by dancers of the Batsheva Dance Company and Batsheva Ensemble as the basis for
their distinctive technique.
Gaga offers a new way to reach a deeper knowledge and understanding of one's self via the body
and its movement. Gaga encourages, teaches and cultivates multi dimensional movement, efficiency
and texture of movement, the use of explosive power, the connection between pleasure and effort,
quickness, clarity of intention, stamina. It enables recognition of one's own movement habits and
helps to acquire new ones.
Essentially, Gaga increases one's understanding of the body’s weaknesses and strengths, as well as
its response to them. Through Gaga, one works to break down physical barriers in order to reach a
greater comprehension and control of instinctive movements. Ultimately, Gaga empowers the
experiences of pleasure, stillness, positivism, and happiness. The Gaga movement language is a tool
that can be utilised by dancers and non dancers alike.
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Ohad Naharin on Gaga
Gaga challenges mult- layer tasks. It is fundamental for Gaga users to be available for this challenge.
At once we, the users, can be involved in moving slowly through space while a quick action in our
body is in progress. Those dynamics of movement are only a portion of what else might go on at the
same time. We are letting our mind observe and analyse many things at once, we are aware of the
connection between effort and pleasure, we connect to the ‘sense of plenty of time’, especially when
we move fast, we are aware of the distance between our body parts, we are aware of the friction
between flesh and bones, we sense the weight of our body parts, we are aware of where we hold
unnecessary tension, we let go only to bring life and efficient movement to where we let go ...

We are listening, seeing, measuring, playing with the texture of our flesh, we might be silly,
decorating our inside, we can laugh at ourselves. We learn to love our sweat, we discover our passion
to move and connect it to effort, we discover both the animal in us and the power of our imagination.
We learn to appreciate understatement and exaggeration, we discover the difference between joy
and pleasure and use both to protect ourselves from injuring and hurting our body, we learn to apply
our force in an efficient way and we learn to use ‘other’ forces. We become more delicate and we
recognise the importance of the flow of energy and information through our body in all directions!
We discover the advantage of soft flesh and sensitive hands, we learn to connect to groove even
when there is no music. We become more aware of people in the room and we realise that we are
not in the centre of it all. We never look at ourselves in a mirror, there are no mirrors. We become
better aware of our form. We connect to the sense of the endlessness of possibilities. We explore
multi dimensional movement, we enjoy the burning sensation in our muscles, we are ready to snap,
we are aware of what we are made of, we are aware of our explosive power and sometimes we use
it. We change our movement habits by finding new ones, we can be calm and alert at once.
We become available...
Ohad Naharin, March 2008
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Why I Choreograph
Sometimes I feel like my brain is on fire and the only way to put the fire out is by daydreaming about
choreography. Choreographing is how I go places I have never been before, and, many times, could
not even imagine exists. Like people might have felt a few centuries ago when travelling, started
without knowing where it would end up.
The love of moving has been always at the heart of why I dance; it is also partially why I
choreograph. I’ve learned that listening to the body is a lot more meaningful than telling it what to
do. One can get from dancing a great sense of clarity, explosiveness, and delicacy while allowing us
to go far beyond our familiar limits. All these things are necessary ingredients to fuel a good process
in and out of the studio.
Choreographing allows the pleasure
of working with dancers: the sharing,
teaching, learning, the realisation that
I can’t and should not fall in love with
my work, yet I can be excited and
moved to tears by the dancers’
interpretation of it.
Choreographing is having the privilege
to be clear and articulate without the
need to explain.
I love the time invested in the making of the soundtrack for a work. Though dance does not depend
on music, the time spent on making of the soundtrack provides hours-long ‘meditations’ where ideas
can visit you without you forcing it, while researching the relation of seeing and hearing.
I love the great level of intimacy I can reach in a process with the people I work with—more than
most relationships I’ll ever have out of the studio. I like the bi-product of choreographic effort that
can oppose conventional and conservative politics and theories that block new solutions and free
thinking. I love to choreograph since it’s where I can put my skills, passion, and imagination into one
pot, and it also makes me feel sexy. I sleep better during the process of choreographing.
I love to discover the different playgrounds for each process with their own codes and rules; then I
love teaching the dancers the codes and rules of this new playground. And even more, I like how
soon after that, they can show me how to really play it.
I like the tech time, the days before the premiere, that last meaningful act of putting the work on its
stage, the great feeling when finding the right tension between all the elements in each moment of
the work, and then the ease in which I am often happy to admit how wrong I was the next day while
looking at it.
I like how in choreographing, the process continues long after the premiere, how the ‘physical
disappearing act’ of a performance (not necessarily from our memory) enables it to reappear
differently the next time…
- Ohad Naharin for Dance Magazine
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Batsheva Dance Company offers breathtaking show
One doesn't expect to give other audience members a standing ovation at a Spoleto performance,
but this is what happened after the Batsheva Dance Company sought out wary members of the
packed Gaillard Auditorium to join them on stage in a fast cha-cha, a tango and a slow cheek-tocheek number that brought the house down. Kudos to those who shared their unique talents and
went along with this delightful group of dancers, making it clear that dance is a common language.
Deca Dance is a program of nine dances blended seamlessly together with no apparent narrative
except the human condition. Different worlds are explored and transformed into something new. A
vast range of themes moved between all that is pure beauty and all that is shockingly grotesque.
The opening piece introduces Ohad Naharin's explosive movement where power-packed bodies
show convulsions, ecstatic movement and dynamic sequences. In another powerful section, five
men go through what may be a primitive initiation ritual. The high energy dance is full of running
and leaping and partner work that is both violent and vulnerable. In one of the moments where the
absurd breaks into the choreography, a cabaret singing femme fatale growls out a song and another
dance begins. This risky juxtaposition may be viewed as jarring or just humour that is unusual to
western sensibility.
Another potent section shows the full cast dressed in black suits and seated on chairs. Unison
movements show a community bound together by some social, secular or psychological reason.
Sequences are repeated with images of pain, grief, beauty and sorrow and with each repetition
items of clothing are thrown into the air until they stand in only undergarments and approach the
audience with an analysing look. Naharin's choreography is so rich and was danced by his 17member Israeli company with such raw energy that one left knowing they had witnessed something
spectacular.
By Eliza Ingle
Post and Courier 27 May 2007
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Deca Dance fresh with variety of flavors
Deca Dance, the ever-changing collage that choreographer Ohad Naharin keeps remaking from his
considerable body of dances. The version performed by the Batsheva Ensemble, the junior troupe
from Israel's Batsheva Dance Company, at the Adrienne Arsht Center on Saturday night was urgent
and earnest, leavened by pop-club energy. While the program listed the names of the works from
which Naharin selected sections for this particular edition of Deca Dance, the list of ingredients is
not really the point -- each new mix has its own flavor.
That the 15 Batsheva Ensemble dancers are as young as 18 (like the wonderful Gon Biran, who kept
the audience bemused and mesmerised with an extraordinary 15-minute improvisation at
intermission) helped make Saturday's show terrifically fresh and focused -- these dancers really drew
you in.
And Naharin used various devices to get the audience to pay attention to the moment. The evening
started with a woman dancing in silence, with the house lights still up, so that it took the audience a
while to notice her and quiet down, confused about whether the show had begun -- at which point
the recorded announcement asking people to silence their cellphones came on. Only after that did
she say `’welcome'’ as the other dancers filed in, putting you on alert -- what would happen next? A
lot -- the pace was rapid, with sections changing quickly and abruptly. This version of Deca Dance
seemed very much tailored to this group of dancers; from all sorts of backgrounds, more varied in
shape and size than your usual gorgeous bodied professional troupe, with a youthful intensity and
earnestness that made up for what they sometimes lacked in depth or gravity. (The school uniformlike grey sweater tops, pleated skirts and shorts they wore for most of Deca Dance added to the
sense of youthfulness). Naharin's torso-twisting, hip-thrusting, casually flung movement can seem
like pop and club dancing, especially as done by this crew to Missy Elliot.
The pop energy could seem a little overused -- at another point the dancers kept striding forward to
strike a pose and a fashion model's cool glare, as if working the runway; it was funny, but it felt
facile, an easy effect. Other moments had more power. A section where the dancers knelt, framing
their faces with their hands, heads bobbling, arms pumping muscle, with a strange, mechanical
formality. A duet with Stav Struz and Uri Shafir was tender and awkward and unexpectedly virtuoso
by turns, Struz flying low over the floor, or Shafir straddling and wrapping himself around her.
Standing in a large semi-circle, the dancers arch violently backward to a grinding punk version (sung
by Naharin, who also composed music throughout Deca Dance under the pseudonym Maxim
Waratt) of the traditional Hebrew Passover song ‘Who Knows One’, ripping off their black suits piece
by piece, movement trembling and exploding in their bodies. At one point, each of the dancers went
into the audience and brought a female partner onstage for comically sultry, over-the-top cha-cha's
and exaggerated tribute to their untrained partners. The audience ate it up, cheering and laughing,
and somehow those women, all ages and shapes and styles of dress, laughing at themselves but
mostly seeming to enormously enjoy their moment in the spotlight, managed to seem as compelling
as their smooth moving partners.
The ending was almost frenzied, the dancers shaking, thrusting, running, and even squatting
down howling like dogs -- comical, in a way, but also scary, as if animal energy was
exploding inside them and they couldn't keep it in.
By Jordan Levin
Miami Herald 5 Dec 2009
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Batsheva Dance Company – Deca Dance
Ohad Naharin has never met a corner he couldn't turn into a curve. His Israeli Batsheva Dance
Company dancers constantly snaked around themselves and each other in Deca Dance on Thursday
night at the Kennedy Center's Eisenhower Theatre.
The work puts a collage of excerpts from nine Naharin pieces in conversation with each other. A
woman performed a solo from Naharin's Virus in a costume from another piece and a thong-wearing
stilt walker strutted onstage as other dancers finished Black Milk. Deca Dance's montage-like quality
made the sum of the evening's parts difficult to judge, though the parts and the transitions the
choreographer built between them were engaging and beautiful.
Batsheva's audience was a spirited one, especially after a number in which company members with
deadpan faces, dressed in boxy black suits and wide-brimmed black hats, moved into the audience,
each dancer inviting one person onstage. A social experiment ensued as the Batsheva dancers
waltzed, then slam-danced around their new partners, finally falling to the floor as one audience
member stood alone centre stage.
In another less gimmicky section, Naharin created one of the most ingenious chair dances ever – the
chair dance being a cliche in the dance world. Dancers sit in a semi-circle of chairs and, as a loud
musical countdown plays, each arches into the air in a wave that ends with the last dancer falling to
the floor as though he has been shot
The order of Deca Dance, according to the program, is ‘subject to change,’ so last night's
performance, the closer of the company's two-night stay, might have been different than
Thursday's.
By Clare Croft
Washington Post 28 Feb 2004
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A Guide to Performance Analysis
Reflect on these points when writing notes after the show:
•

GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE
The name of the performance, the name of the company, the venue. Background
information about the performance, writer and/or creative team.

•

THEMES AND PLOT
Summarise the plot. What ideas/themes do you believe the production was trying to
explore? Was there a common concern for the characters?

•

FORM AND STYLE
Think about role and character, situation, voice, movement, space and time, language and
texts, symbol and metaphor, mood and atmosphere, audience and dramatic tension – How
were these elements employed to create the form of the work and how did these creative
choices in turn establish its style.

•

VOICE AND MOVEMENT
Consider the performers use of elements of voice and movement. – How were these
elements of performance employed to communicate character and dramatic action? What
relationship do these performance choices have to the form and style of the piece?

•

HISTORICAL AND SOCIAL KNOWLEDGE
Consider the time, place and culture that the piece was set in, created in and performed in.
What comments, if any, do you feel the creator/s was making and what significance does
this piece have to a contemporary Australian audience?

•

ELEMENTS OF PRODUCTION–ROLE
Observe the contributions made by the various production roles (e.g. Director, Dramaturge,
Designers). How did each of these impact on the overall atmosphere, style and meaning of
the performance?

•

YOUR PERSONAL RESPONSE TO THE PRODUCTION
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Links and further information
Videos
Trailer – Deca Dance
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_3n_roX3_NI
Ohad Naharin discusses Gaga movement
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OGPG1QL1vJc
The Guardian - Batsheva Dance Company: 'It's about making the body listen'
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gRky99sO-og
Gaga training and groove at Batsheva Ensemble
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZzXhcNFXwYM
More Gaga videos
http://gagapeople.com/english/about-gaga/videos/

Websites
Batsheva Dance Company
http://www.batsheva.co.il/en/
Gaga People
http://gagapeople.com/english/

Blogs
Going Gaga: My Intro to Gaga Dance Classes
http://www.danceinisrael.com/2008/11/going-gaga-my-intro-to-gaga-dance/
A Glimpse into the Gaga Workshop
http://www.danceinisrael.com/2009/04/a-glimpse-into-the-gaga-workshop/

